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For each finite index subgroup E of the unit group of cyclotomic fields, some 
rational integers u,(E) for i = 1, 2, . . . . rank(E) are defined by using p-adic expansion 
of a basis of E. For two finite index subgroups E, E’ such that Ex E’, the 
p-exponent u,([E: E’]) of the index [E: E’] is described by u,(E). u,(E’). c‘ 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let p be an odd prime number, [, a primitive pth root of unity, and 
rt = 1 - c,. It is known that any element tl of Z[[,] which is not in Z and is 
coprime to p satisfies CI = a + bn” (mod &‘+I) for some rational integers 
a, 6, c with p J ab and c f 0 (mod(p - 1)). Note that c is uniquely deter- 
mined by CI. In his paper [lo], L. Washington showed that there exists a 
basis { r2, q4, . . . . qp ~ 3 } for the real unit group modulo { f 1 } of Z [ [, ] such 
that yli E ai + bincf (mod rc”‘+ ’ ) with ci = i + (p - 1 )u: for some rational 
integer u: with 0 d u: < up(Lp( 1, w’)). Here u, is the p-adic valuation nor- 
malized by u,,(p) = 1, and o is the Teichmiiller character. The same result 
was also proved by P. D&es in [3] under the assumption that the 
p-character of Bernoulli numbers u,, uq, . . . . up 3 defined by B, j= 0 
(modpU+‘) for O<j<ui, B,u,$O (modpzUCfl) are finite. In [lo], 
Washington showed ui = up(L,( 1, w’)) for i = 2,4, . . . . p - 3, then proved this 
assumption and completed Dtnes’ result. Washington also gave a simple 
proof of Denes’ formula u,(h) = C;=-& (u, - u;), where h is the class 
number of the maximal real subfield of Q([,). 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the result of Washington to 
other fields and obtain a formula similar to that of Denes. Now, let n >, 0 
be a rational integer, [,,+ , a primitive p” + ’ th root of unity, and Q(i, + ,) + 
a maximal real subfield of Q([,+ ,). In Section 1, we shall be concerned 
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with some subfield K,, 1 of Q([,,+ i)+. For each finite index subgroup E of 
the unit group EKn+, of K,, + 1, we shall define some rational integers z+(E) 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . rank(E,+,) which generalize the notion of the above U: 
(Theorem 1). Our main theorem (Theorem 2) states that for finite index 
subgroups E, E’ of EK,+, such that E 2 E’, we have 
r-W&+ ,) 
y,t[IE: E’I)= c (u,(E’)-~,(E)). 
i= 1 
And from the main theorem, we obtain the formula similar to that of 
D&es, 
where hKn+, and CK,+, are the class number and cyclotomic unit group of 
K PItI (corollary of Theorem 2). But in this formula, uj(CK,+,) is a rational 
integer determined by CK,+,, so it does not generalize the notion of 
ui = uJL,( 1, oi)) in u,(h) = X:&en (ui - uj) a little. We shall discuss 
uK,+,t more precisely in Section 2. 
In Section 2, we suppose K, + , = Q([,+ i)+. Let E,, , and C, + , be 
the unit group and the cyclotomic unit group of Q(c,,+,)+. First, we 
write Cy_“f(En+l) ui( C, + i ) by p-adic L-functions and give a formula 
which generalizes the notion of that of D&es. Next, we calculate each 
u,(C,+,) for some of i= 1,2, . . . . rank( E,+ ,) by using p-adic L-functions 
(Theorem 4), and we obtain a formula more precise than that of the 
corollary of Theorem 2 (corollary of Theorem 4). Finally, we shall discuss 
the values u;(E,+ i) when n varies. And for the Iwasawa A-invariant of the 
cyclotomic Z,-extension of Q( ii ) + , we give some sufficient condition on 
ui(En+ ,) for 1. = 0 (Theorem 6). 
1. GENERAL CASE 
Let p be a fixed odd prime number, n > 0 a rational integer, and [,, + i a 
primitive p” + ’ th root of unity with {,“+ i = i,. We denote by Q(in+ i)+ the 
maximal real subfield of Q([, + i ), and let K,, + I be a subfield of Q(i, + i ) + 
with degree d= [Q([,+ i)+: K,,+ ,I. We suppose that K,,+ i is not contained 
in Q(L)’ for any m < n + 1, so d is coprime to p. Now, we set 
rt,+,=(l-[,+i)(l-CL+!,) and rr=N(rc,+i) where N is the norm from 
Qtin+,)+ to Kn,,. 
Let a be an integer of K,,+ , which is not in Z and is coprime to p. Then 
we can write a-a+bf (modn”‘) f or some rational integers a, 6, c with 
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p j ab and c f 0 (mod(p”(p - 1)/2d)). Note that c is uniquely determined 
by CI (in fact, c is the largest integer m such that CI is congruent to a rational 
integer modulo P). We shall use this expression of TV several times below, 
and then we shall always assume that a, 6, c satisfy the above conditions 
implicitly. 
1.1. p-adic E.xpansion of Units of K, + , 
Let O,+, be the integer ring of K,, , and let E# f 1 be a unit of O,+,. 
We may write E = a + bn’ (mod rr’+ ‘) and sp = a’ + b’x“ (mod k+ ‘). Then 
c and c’ have the following relation. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let e be the rational integer determined by the condition 
p”-‘/2d<c<p”-‘+‘/2d. 
( 1) If e 6 0 then c’ = c + (p”( p - 1)/2d). 
(2) Ifl<e<n andc#(p”-‘(p-1)/2d) then c’=pc. 
(c’ may not be determined only by c when c = p” - ’ (p - 1)/2d. ) 
Proof We can write E = a + BrcC for some element B of O,+, ; then 
&p = up + P 
0 1 
ap ~ ‘/jnc + . . . + /jPnP”. 
Let v, be the p-adic valuation normalized by v,(rc) = 1. Then v,((;)~~‘) 3 
v,(p7~~)=c+p’(p- 1)/2d for k= 1, 2, . . . . p- 1 and v,(~~~“)=c+c(p- 1). 
So, if e<O then v,(px”) < u,(7cp”), hence c’= c+p”(p- 1)/2d. If 1 <e<n 
then v,(pn”) > u,(7cpC). Since c #p”-‘(p - 1)/2d, we have u,(rcpC) f 0 
(mod(p”(p - 1)/2d)). Hence c’ =pc. Q.E.D. 
Let up be the p-adic valuation normalized by v,(p) = 1. Then c and 
v,(log, E) have the following relation where log, is the p-adic logarithm. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let e be as in Proposition 1. 
(1) Zf e < 0 then v,(log, E) = min(u,(log, a), 2dc/p”(p - 1)). Pur- 
titularly, if c is sufficiently large (e.g., if c > (p”(p - 1)/2d)n), then 
log, as 0 (mod z(’ -PflCPm ‘)n/2d).) 
(2) rf 1 <e d n and c #pk(p- 1)/2d for any rational integer k then 
v,(log, E) = 2dp’c/p”(p - 1) - e. 
Proof: If e Q 0 then uJx(‘) > l/(p - 1). So 
log, E = log,(a + bn”) (mod k+‘) 
= log, a + log,( 1 + a ‘bx”) (mod xc+‘) 
= log, a + a- lb& (mod &+‘). 
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Since v,(log, a) is a rational integer and op(rr(‘) = 2dc/p”(p - 1) is not, we 
have o,(log, E) = min(u,(log, a), 2dc/p”(p - 1)). Let N,, 1,0 be the norm 
from Q([,+i) to Q. Then 1 =N,+,,,JE)-&‘(~-~’ (mod 7~“). Therefore 
p”(p - 1) log, a 3 0 (mod $), hence log, a = 0 (mod rr+p”(p~ ““‘*“) if c is 
sufficiently large. 
If c satisfies the assumption of (2) then from Proposition 1 we can write 
6Pe E ape + bP’rcrp’. (mod rep”’ + I). So we have log,, ~~~ = log, app + a--rYbP’zr4 
(mod np”’ + ’ ) by p”/2d< p’c < p” + ‘/2d. And since e b 1 and ap ’ = 1 
(mod PI, we have log, up’ = 0 (mod p’). But p’c < p”+ ‘/2d < 
p”(p - 1)/d= u,(p’) so log, up’ = 0 (mod r~~“~‘). Therefore o,(log, E) = 
2dp’c/p”( p - 1) - e. Q.E.D. 
Let E,+, be the unit group of O,+,, and let r=rank(E,“+,)= 
p”(p-1)/2d-1. Especially, if K,,+l=Q(in+,)+, we denote EK,+,=E,+,. 
We obtain the following by the method similar to that in Theorem 2 in 
Washington [ 101. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a subgroup of EKn+, such that the index 
[EKn+~ : E] is finite. Then there exists a basis {n,, n2, . . . . n,} for E module 
{ f 1 } such that 
qf”’ E a, + bi+ (mod rr(“+l), i= 1, 2, . . . . r, 
with ci = i + (p”(p - 1)/2d)ui for some rational integer ui > 0. 
(Note that these c, (i= 1, 2, . . . . r) satisfy ci > p”/2d by Proposition 1. We 
have to consider qp’ instead of g, to avoid the case where c, =pk(p- 1)/2d 
for some k=O, l,..., n- 1.) 
Proof We need the following Lemma (cf. [ 10, Lemma 33). 
LEMMA. Let E # ? 1 be an element of E such that Ed” = a + bn’ 
(mod xc+‘) with sufficiently large c. Then E is the pth power of an element 
of E. 
Proof. If E is not a pth power, then &p” is not a p”+ ’ th power. Hence, 
there exist elements s2, ej, . . . . E, of EP’ such that the group H generated by 
Epn, EZ, E,, . . . . E, has index [EP”: H] coprime to p. Since c is sufficiently 
large, it follows from Propositions 1 and 2 that u,(log, q) > 0 for each 
i=2 9 *.*, r and that log, @=O (mod rc- p”‘p - “ni2d). Hence RP( H) = 0 
(mod n C--p”(p-1))n/2d) h w  ere R,(H) is the p-adic regulator of H. But 
R,(H)= CEK.+, : H] Rp(EKn+,) where R,(E,+ ,) is the p-adic regulator for 
E K,+, . Since c is sufficiently large and RP( EKn+,) # 0 (see [ 1 l]), we obtain a 
contradiction. So E must be a p th power. Q.E.D. 
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 1. Take any basis (uI, CL*, . . . . ~1,) 
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for E modulo ( f 1). Let apn = a, + hi&’ (mod rc”+ ‘); then di >p”/2d from 
Proposition 1. 
Suppose di- d, (mod(p”(p - 1)/2d)) and di> d,. We put dj= dj+ 
k(p”(p - 1)/2d) with k 3 0. Since d, >p”/2d, there exists a rational integer e 
such that (c@‘c(~)~” is congruent to a rational integer modulo x4+‘. Let 
a; = OL;~‘.CI; and let a(P” = ai + bin“; (mod red;+ ‘). Then replacing aj by ai we 
obtain a new basis with d:>di. This process can be continued as long as 
the numbers d,, d,, . . . . d, are not distinct module p”(p - 1)/2d. But this 
process must stop, because di cannot be any larger, according to the 
lemma. Therefore we obtain the unit vi. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Let E’ be a subgroup with finite index of E and let 
(6, ul;, ..., q:} be a basis for E’ modulo { + 11 with vi”‘= ai + bin“; 
(mod rc”;+ ‘), c: = i + (p”( p - 1)/2d)u; as in Theorem 1. Then ci d c: (hence 
ui < 24;) for any i = 1, 2, . . . . r (cf. [lo, Theorem 21). It follows that ci (hence 
ui) depends only on E, so we write ci = ci (E) and ui = u,(E). 
1.2. The Main Theorem 
In this section we prove the following main result. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a subgroup of E,+, and let E’ be a subgroup of E. 
We suppose that the index [EK,+, : E’] is finite. Then 
up( [E: E’]) = i (q(E’) - ui(E)). 
I= I 
Proof. Let (vi, q2, . . . . qr> be a basis for E modulo ( f 1 } as in 
Theorem 1. Let M and M’ be sufficiently large rational integers such 
that A4$ M’. Now we take integers mi for i= 1, 2, . . . . r which satisfy 
m,+u,(E)-0 (modp”) and m,<m,G ... em,. Let qpn+m’=ai+b,nl’l 
(mod x”‘+ I); then 
and we may write qp”‘“‘= ai + b,zcz + din’< (mod Y”+ ‘) for some rational 
integers di, e, with p j dj and e, f 0, ci (mod(p”(p- 1)/2d)). Since m,+ u,(E) 
is divisible by a high power of p, mi is also a sufficiently large rational 
integer, hence ci 9 c,(E) for j = 2, . . . . r. So there exists a rational integer gj 
for some j such that 
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Continuing this process, we can choose some integers g,, . . . . g, such that 
,/f’+““(rl~. . . rf’)P” = u’,’ + b;n” (mod p”‘). 
Let q; = qpm’(q$ . . .q$) and let E, be the subgroup generated by 
q’,, q2, . . . . qr of E; then u,([E: E,]) =m,. 
Since m,Gm,, we have c, 6 c2. So as above, we can choose some 
integers h, , h,, . . . . h, such that 
rl~‘+m2(9;~lv;~. . $r)“” = u;’ + b;,f’ (mod p”“‘). 
Let q; = ~;m’(q;h’q~3 . . .$k) and let E, be the subgroup generated 
, I 
VI,, r12, r13, . .. . rlr of E,; then u,(CE,: E21)=m2. 
Repeating this process, we obtain a subgroup E,. of E generated 
q’,, vi, . . . . q: such that 
VI”” = a, + b,n” (mod p”‘) with ~,=i+‘“(;d ‘)(mi+~i(E)), 
and E, satisfies up( [E: E,]) = C;=, m,. Since RP( E,) = [E: E,] R,(E), 
by 
by 
we 
have o,(R,(E)) = u,(R,(E,)) - C:= 1 m,. 
Now, we consider u,(R,(E,)). We put Gal(K,+,/Q)= 10~ = 1, 
c2, ..., gr + , }. Then 
R,(EF”)= dWx, ~:“““‘)1 <r,j<r 
=det(logp(ai+bi~~/L’~)),~i,j~r (mod p”“) 
= det(log, a,+ log,( 1 + a,:‘bin~“‘)), Qi,jGr (mod p”‘) 
-det A,+det A, + ... +det A,. (mod P”‘), 
where 
Since m, 6 m, < . + m, and m, is sufticiently large, we have 
c, 4 c2 < ... 4 c, and c, (hence ci) is sufficiently large. Also we have 
log,( 1 + u;‘b,~‘~~~) E u;‘b,nq“ (mod rr2c1) from Proposition 2. Therefore 
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det A,=@-adic unit).det(71”“‘),.,,icr (mod nCL(0)+L.~) 
det A i 5 (p-adic unit) . det (mod rr’(‘) + ’ *) ( 1 d i 6 v), 
where c(0) = C;= I ci and c(i) = c,‘= ,.,zi c,, c(i)’ = c(i) + u,(log, a,). Now, 
we consider u,(det Ai) for i= 0, 1, . . . . r. For i= 0, we can write 
det A, = (p-adic unit). 7~~“). det (mod ?IcIol + c, ). 
I<,,j<:r 
Since (7cq/7c) p”(pP 1)‘2d= 1 (mod rep”) and m, + u,(E) = 0 (mod p”), we have 
for ldi<r, 2<j<r. So we have 
(mod p”-‘) 
We put a,=det((n”f/71)‘--‘),,,,,,=n,,i,,.,(a”l/~-31~/’/n.). Since . . . 
up(nL”) > M, we have 
det A, = (p-adic unit) . TC”‘~) . a0 (mod(rP”‘pMP’)). 
Also CL~ depends only on K,, , and M is sufficiently large, so we obtain 
u,(det A,) = u~(Tc‘(~)) + u,(cr,). 
For i= 1, 2, . . . . r, we can write 
det A i 3 (p-adic unit) I?‘(‘) . log, a, 
where co = 0. As above, we obtain 
O<k<r,k#t (mod pM - I). 
I <j<r 
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We put ai=det((n”~/n)k)O~k~r.~f,:,~j~r; then we have 
detAi-(p-adic unit).n”“).log,aj.ai (mod(~C,‘,‘p”” ~ I)), 
and a, also depends only on K,, + , , so obtain 
o,(det A,) = uP(rP)) + u,(log, ai) + ~,(a~). 
Now we consider o,(log, ai) and up(ai). Let N,,, (resp. T,,,) be the 
norm (resp. trace) from Q(i,) to Q(i,) (note that when m = 0 then we put 
Q(L) = Q). 
CLAIM 1. Zf 1 < i < (p” - 1)/2d then o,(log, ai) 3 mj + ui( E). Par- 
ticularly, 
up(logp a+ I 112d ) = m (/I”- l)/Zd+ U,p”- 1),2d(E). 
Zf (p” - 1)/2d + 1 < i f r then u,(log, a,) > uP( II~~). 
Proof of Claim 1. Since q,!Pn=aai+ bin”’ (mod p”‘) and M@M’, we 
have 
1 = N,, ,&jpn) = N,, &a, + bin”‘) (mod p”“) 
=aP”(P~Il+ap”cP-Ir~l~i~n+,.0(71~’) I (mod &). 
We can write I+ = p mi+u~,E)n’~, with an element E, of E,“+, for i = 1, 2, . . . . r. 
So we have T,,, ,.Jn”‘) =pmi+U8,E,T,,+ ,,0(~1~,). Also we can write 
7r’Ei=e,(~,+,-l)2~+e,(~,+,-f)2d’+,+ . 
for some rational integer ej (j=O, 1, . ..) with p 1 r,. Therefore 
T n+,,~(~‘&;)=eoT,+,.o((i,+, - 1)2d’)+elT,+l,o((i,+, - l)““+‘)+ ... 
In general, we consider T,, + ,.,,( ([, + , - 1 )k) with 1 <k. Let k = j + p”t with 
O<j<p”-1, O<t. If t=O (i.e., k<p”-1) then T,,+,.,(([,+,-l)k)= 
( - 1)” p”( p - 1). If t > 0 then we have 
(i .+1-~)k=(in+,-1)‘(in+,-1)p”‘=(in+,-1)’((i,-1)’+PY) 
for some element y in Z[(‘,+ ,I. Therefore 
T .+1.0((in+1-1)~)=Tn+,.0((in+,-1)~(i,-l)’)+~Tn+,.~((in+,-1)’~) 
=(-~)‘P”T,.,((I,-~)‘)+PT,+,.,((~,+,- 1)‘~) 
E 0 (mod p”+ ’ ). 
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Hence, if (p”- 1)/2d+ 1 <i<r then T,+l,o(x’~i)rO (mod p”+‘), so 
T n+,,O(~“~)=O (modp”~+“~(E)+n+’ ). Since 2c, is sufficiently large, we 
have u;“(Ppl)= 1 (mod pmf+uz(E)+nC1), so u,(log,a,)>~,(~~‘). If 
1 <id (p”- 1)/2d then T,,+,,,(n’~~)=0 (mod p”), so u/“(P~‘)= 1 
(mod P ml+uz(E’+n). Hence u,(log, ai) > mi+ u;(E). When i= (p”- 1)/2d, we 
have 
(mod /,,T: :,~‘~~~~k,d:e’~~r;~~~~~~:p,f;,“~~~~~ ;--:‘:‘;,. I),;2;;IEp;(p - ’ ) 
Q.E.D. 
Note that if n = 0 then u,(log, ai) > uP(7c(“) for any i= 1, . . . . r. 
CLAIM 2. up(a,,)=up(a,)= ... =up(a,)for n>l. 
Proof of Claim 2. The equality up(a,,) = vp(a,) is clear. We consider the 
following determinant of (r + 1) x (r + 1) matrix for each i = 1, . . . . r - 1. Let 
a,, ;=det 
0 
. . 
0 
. . 
0 
1 
where - 1 is in the (i + 1 )st row; 
then we have aO,, = (- l)(r+ I)+“+‘)+ ’ ai + aO. Add each of the rows onto 
the (r + 1)st row; then we obtain 
aO. i = det 
0‘ 
. . . 
0 
-1 
. 
x( > 
0 r ?rb' s . . . - . . . 0 
s=o 7r 
=n.det 
0’ 
. . 
0 
-1 
O<k<r-1 
I <j<r 0 
. . 
For each j= 1,2, . . . . r, if we replace 719/n by xc6’/7c at the jth column; then 
the jth column is the same as the tth column for any t = 1, 2, . . . . r. Also, 
since n 3 1, we have u,(C;=~ (~‘f/ll?r)~) 3 1. Therefore, 
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ao,; = n . --- T)+ for some integer /? of K, + , 
= 7t . a, .fl. 
Hence ~Jcl~,~) > u,(a,). Thus, we have u,(aO) = u,(ai). Q.E.D. 
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 2. From Claims 1 and 2, we 
obtain 
mm (u,(det Aj)) = u,(det A(,.- 1 )m ) 
O<l<r 
= up(7t c((P”-“‘2d’) + u,(log, qpn- Lj,2d) + u,(ao) 
= ~~(71(‘(~)) + u,(a,) - ~,(7c’~“~ ‘)‘2d). 
Therefore 
u,(R,(E~)) = u,(det A,,,- l,,ZJ) 
=,n(,‘” 1) $ ci + up(aO) -p(~~ll) 
1-I 
= & mi+ i 4(E) +p”(p2d 1) ,g, i-&yl) 
i= I 
+ up(ao) (since ~,=i+~~(<~l)(m~+u~(E)) 
=i$, m,+ i ui(E)+pn+‘,;n-2d 
,=I 
_ If-1 
m- 1) + up(ao). 
So we obtain 
up(&(Ep”)) = U,(&,(E:“)) - 2 m, = 1 q(E) + 6(K,+ 1), 
,=I i= I 
where 6(K,,+ ,) = (pn+’ - p” - 2d)/4d - ( pn - 1 )/p”( p - 1) + up( ao) which 
depends only on K, + , . By the same method as that applied for E’ above, 
we also obtain 
~,(&,WP”)) = c ui(E’) + NK, , ). r=l 
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Finally, we obtain 
up( [E: E’]) = up( [EP”: E’P”]) = up(Rp(E’p”)) - u,(R,(Eq) 
= i (uJE’)- u,(E)). 
i= 1 
Q.E.D. of Theorem 2. 
Let K+, be the group generated by {(l-[:+,)(l-[;,“,)I 1 <a< 
P ” + ’ - 1 }. We define the cyctotomic unit group C, + 1 of Q(<, + )) ’ by 
c flfl =E,+,n Vn+l, and define the cyclotomic unit group C,+ , of K, + I 
by C,c,+,=N(cn+~ ) where N is the norm from Q([, + 1 ) + to K, + , . Then 
we have /I,~+, = [E,“+,: C,,,] where hK,+] is the class number of K,, , 
(see [9]). So we obtain the following 
COROLLARY. Uphn+,)=C;=l (ui(c,+,)-u,(E,~+,)). 
1.3. On the Unit Group with Galois Group Action 
Let g be a primitive root modulo p with gp-’ = 1 (mod p”“). Let B, be 
the subfield of Q(i,,+,)’ with degree [Q([,, + 1)+: B,] = (p - 1)/2. Let 
G=Gal(K,+,/B,)=(a,lO<jd(p-1)/2d_lj where (~~(i,~+~)=i;:~. 
Then its character group is G = (gZd) = ( 1, w’“, . . . . wp ~ ’ -2J} where o is 
the Teichmiiller character, and 
2d (P-1)/2d-1 Ek =- 
P-l 
c w-2”qg’)aj 
j=O 
are the idempotents of the group ring Z,[G]. Let E be a subgroup of 
E c+,. We suppose that G acts on E. Then, if M is a sufficiently large 
rational integer, we may write 
LEMMA (cf. [ll, Sect. 8.41). Let fj be an element of EJEJE~~). We take 
an element v of E such that q mod EPM = fj. Then. if 9 = a + b7cL’ (mod x1’+ ‘) 
with c 4 M, then c is independent of the choice of 4 and determined by fj, and 
c = k (mod( (p - 1)/2d) for 0 d k d (p - 1)/2d - 1. 
Proof: Since c + M, the integer c is independent of the choice of r] and 
determined by q. To prove that c = k (mod( (p - 1)/2d), it suffices to show 
that g 2dk E gzdc (mod p). Since 
o,(l -i?++r)= 1 -i,“+, = t -(I -(I -i*+,)Y 
=dl -in+1 I-(;> (1 -in+,?+ “‘9 
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we have ~~,(rr~)=g~~‘rr” (modn’+‘), hence ~~~(q)=a+bg~~“n’ (modrc”+‘). 
Also oi(q) = tjw2*rg), so we obtain c~~(q)~a’(a+bo~~~(g)7t”) (modrr’+‘) 
for some rational integer a’ with pj a’. Therefore, 
a( 1 - a’) = b(a’wzdk( g) - gzd”)z’ (mod n”+ ‘). 
Since a( 1 - a’) is a rational integer and c f: 0 (mod(p”(p - 1)/2d)), we have 
a( 1 -a’) s 0 (mod rc”+ ‘). So, w2dk(g) =gzdC (mod p). Hence g2dk = g2d’ 
(mod ~1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. 
and a basis 
There exist a basis { &,, 1, Fj,,,, . . . . I&+, } for &,(E/EPM) 
(qk.0, )?k,l, ...? fjk,pn- 1 } for Ek(E/EP ) .for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
(p - 1)/2d - 1 such that 
~{:~ira,,~+ bk.jn”k~~ (mod rP’+ ‘), 
where ck j , are distinct module p”(p - 1)/2d and ck, j = ck + j,p ~ , ,12d(E). 
Proof: We suppose k # 0. (But when k = 0, the proof is the same 
as that when k ZO.) Let rk = rank(&,(E/EPM)). Take any basis 
@k,O, &k,1 7 ...Y gk.rt- 1 } for ck(E/EPM). Then, by the same method as that in 
Theorem 1, we obtain a basis {q,,,, qk.i, . . . . ?jk,ra, ,} such that ck,, are dis- 
tinct module p”(p - 1)/2d. But from the above lemma, we have c,+ j z k 
(mod( (p - 1)/2d)) for each j = 0, 1, . . . . rk - 1. Hence rk = p”. So we obtain a 
basis { fik.O, Vk,, , . . . . l?k, p”- , ) such that ck, i = ck + ,cp- I ,,2d(@ Q.E.D. 
As in the definition of ci(E) and ui(E), we put c&, j = ck, ,(E) and 
ck, j  = k + j((p - I)/‘24 + Uk,j(E)(P”(P - 1 )/W. 
Now, let k be a rational integer with 1 <k < (p - 1)/2d - 1, and let 
flik.0, ijk.lr ...> +k,rk- 1 } be a basis for gk(E/EPM) as in Theorem 3. If we 
write ?Ik, j  = a + bz’ (mod 71 (‘+ ‘), then from the lemma we have 
c z k + i( (p - 1)/2d) (mod(p”( p - 1)/2d)) for some rational integer i > 0. 
Hence we can write c = k + i( (p - 1)/2d) + u( p”( p - 1)/2d) for some 
rational integer u > 0. Since k # 0, ck,, (E) = ck +,,p ~ , j,2d( E) iS determined 
by c. So, from ~20, the values of u,(E) with i=k (mod((p- 1)/2d)) are 
estimated from Table I. We say the integer u,(E) is normal when the above 
equality holds. Adding the above inequaiities, we obtain 
c ui( E) Z np”. 
rck (mod((p- I)/Zd)) 
For u,(E) with i-0 (mod((p- 1)/2d)), since ((p- 1)/2d, p)= 1 we have 
u,(p- ,)/2d(E)= UO.j(E) = uj(N’(E)) for 1 <j<p”- 1, 
where N’ is the norm from K,+ 1 to B, 
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TABLE I 
imodPn(P- 1) 
2d 
u,(E) 
p”k u,(E)20 
OK u,(E)>e 
k+mP-l 
2d ’ 
p”<m< P 
“‘I-1 
-- 1 
p-l ’ 
mfk (modp) u,(E)>n+ 1 
Now, G acts on the unit groups EK,+, , C,+,. So we have 
c (u,(C,+,) - ~EK,+,)) 
i- 0 (mod((p - I j/24) 
p”- I 
= c MC,x,) -U&J = up(&J = 0. 
!=I 
Therefore, the corollary of Theorem 2 becomes 
(p- 1)/2d- I 
Up@K,+,) = c c (u;(c,“+,)-u,(E,+,)). 
k= I i-k (mod((p-11/2d)) 
2. THE Q(i, + ,) + CASE 
In this, we suppose K,,+ , = 
E CK,+,=C,+,t 
Q(i,+,)‘; then we have x=n,+,, E,+,= 
?J+12 and r = p”(p - I)/2 - 1. Now, we consider ui (E, + , ) 
and u,(C,+ 1) more preciseiy. 
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2.1. Sum ofu,(C,+,)for 1 < i < Y and p-adic L-Functions 
Let g be a primitive root mod p”+ ‘. Then we have Gal(Q([,+,)+/Q)= 
{a,lO<j<r} where o,([,+,)=[,g’+r. Let E be a subgroup of E,+, such 
that the index [E, + , : E] is finite. From the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain 
where 
n+‘Lpn-2 
6(QK,+J+)=p 4 
p”-- 1 
-P”(P- 1) 
+ up(aoL 
a,= --- 
O~/<k~r-l 
We shall calculate ~,(a,) more precisely. 
a,=(unit in E,,,,). 
O</<k<,-I 
We put 
ao.2 = n ((1 - 1”+“‘)/(1 - 01, O<,<k<r- I 
and let u, _ i be the p-adic valuation normalized by u, _ [( 1 - [) = 1. 
If k-j (mod(p’(p- 1))) and kf j (mod(p’+‘(p- 1))) then 
#,-;((l -~““~“‘)/(l -[))=p’+‘- 1 for s = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1. And otherwise, 
u,-&(l -[“P@)/(l -i))=O. Also we have 
#((j,k)lO<j<k<r-l,k-j(mod(p”(p-1)))) 
=p”(p- 1) (P”-“-3)(Pnp”- u+ 
8 
fors=O, l,..., n-l.Sinceu,-[((l-[P’+‘)/(l-[))=pX+’-l=pS(p-l)+ 
ps- ‘(p- I)+ ... +(p- l), so we obtain 
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+ P”(P-1) 
(  
2 - q ! ! ) }  
(p- l)‘n-1 
z8 1 (p2n+,n+r + jp’“) 
a=0 
If k=j+(p”(p- 1)/2) (mod(p”(p- 1))) and ~+~+CP”+‘(P- 1)/2) 
(mod(p”+‘(p-1))) then ~,~~((l-i”“‘“‘)/(l-i))=p”‘~-1 for s=O, l,..., 
n- 1. And otherwise, u,~&(I -[“*‘“‘)/(l -i))=O. Also we have 
P”(P- 1) (j,k)IO<j<<k6-1, k=j+ 2 (mo%“(p - 1))) 
=p’(p-1)(P”~~-3)(P”~‘-1) 
8 
+(p”(p- l)- 1) 
for s =O, 1, . . . . n - 1. Therefore 
n-l 
ul-&~o.*)= c P”(P- 1) (p”-“-3)(p”.m”-l) 
C=O 
So, we obtain 
u ~ (ao)=(p”(p-1))2n~p~(p-1)(p”-l)-p”(p-l)n+(p”-l), 
1 i 4 4 
hence 
U,(~o) = 
v “+‘-(n+l)p”+lPn+ p”-1 
4 P”(P- 1)’ 
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But from the conductor-discriminant formula (see [ 11, Chap. 3]), we have 
d = +picn+I)p”+‘~(n+2)p”~li/2 n+l - > 
where d, + 1 is the discriminant of Q([, + I) +. Hence we have 
~,(Rp(EPn’)) = i u;(E) + 
(n+ l)pn+l -(n+2)p”-1 
4 
-n 
i= I 
so 
o,(R,W) = i; %(a + op(Jd,,,) - (r + l)n. 
i=l 
Since vp( p”R,( E, + , )/,/;I,,,)20 (see Cl, ll]), we have Cjzlul(E)> 
C:=, uj(E,+,)2m. And if we put E=C,+, then 
vp(Rp(Cn + 1 H=v,(&z)+~ 
where ni is the product taken over all non-trivial even Dirichlet characters 
modulo p” + ’ (see [ 111). Therefore 
-+G’,+,)~ i ~;(C,,,)=m+o,(p”n’L,(l,~)). 
;= 1 x 
Hence we obtain 
~p(h,+l)=r~+~p pnn’L,(‘, X) - i Ui(En+Ih 
x > i= 1 
where h, +, is the class number of Q([,+ ,)+. 
Remark. When n = 0, Washington showed u,(C,) = uP(Lp( 1, gZk)) for 
1 d k ,< (p - 3)/2, where o is the Teichmiiller character. So it seems natural 
to ask whether the following equalities hold: 
c ui(Cn+,)=up n L,(l,~~~tj) +np” 
r-k (mod((p-1)/2)) ( IL > 
for 1 <k<‘$ 
c U,(Cn+l)=~p p”n’L,(L$) +nW-1). 
is0 (mod((p- 1)/2)) ( + > 
Here & (resp. nb) is the product of all (resp. non-trivial) Dirichlet 
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characters modulo pI1 + ’ with tjJ”‘= 1. In the next section, we shall show 
that, for 1 <k d (p- 3)/2, if z)JLp( 1, mzk)) = 0 then 
c u;(Cn+,)=up rpJ1,02”IC/) +npn=npn. 
IZ!S (mod((p-- II/~)) ( ti 1 
2.2. On ui(C,,+,)for 1 ,<i,<r 
Let g, aj for 0 d j <p”(p - 1) - 1, and o be the same as those values in 
Section 2.1. Let A4 be a sufliciently large rational integer, and let oM(u) be 
a rational integer such that u,+,(a) E o(a) (mod p”) for any rational 
integer a. 
(1) We put 
Now we shall calculate v,(log, {i”“) (cf. [ll, Sect. 5.41). Let g(X) = 
l/g. (1 - XR)/( 1 - X); then we can formally expand log d(X) as 
log$qX)= - f (l -;(x)L~,p(l -X)’ 
i= I 
=,!lT;O(;)(-l)jx’ 
with elements C, in Z, (see [ll, Sect. 5.41). Since uJ&[,$+,)- l)> 
up([$+, - 1) > 0, we have 
1%,4(if+,)= f : i (y (-l)‘i,“$, 
,=I I=0 J 
with the same C, as above. And we have 
p-2 
s;. O;2k(gs) log, qqi,g‘, ,) = pi2 cop(f) (log, * -log, g) 
I = 0 n+l 
= log, tjy- (log, g) 1 o,2k(g”). 
S=O 
Here p” log, ri”), P” log, #(c,$, ) are p-adic integers (from Proposition 2), 
so we obtain 
p-2 
p” log, 5j;u’-p” c 62k(g”) log, qqc,g”+ ,) 
s=o 
(mod p”+“) 
(mod p”+“). 
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We put 
Qk=pi (i.)(-l)jp~2W-2k(g~y)l::,. 
I=0 J S=O 
Ifj=O (modp”+‘) then C,“r,‘o~2”(g”)i~,=C~_02W~2k(gs)=0. Ifj=O 
(mod p”) and j f 0 (mod pm+ I ) for 1 <rn<n then we can write j=p”j’ 
for some rational integer j’ with p 1 j’, and we have 
P-2 
.,=O 
Therefore 
if 0 (mod P) 
= f c,(jo$ ;$I (p:;~l)(-l)’ 
i=l 
jt0 (modp) 
proof: Let m’ = n + 1 - m; then 
@=(l +c,,- l)gY= 1 +g”j(i,.- l)+ 
Therefore 
p-2 
co 
s=O 
p2k(gy)ii?E f ([,,,- ,)ipf2gxg~- lJ*;+7--i+ l) 
i= 1 S=O 
x cF2”(g”j) (mod(<,+l_,- 1)2k+‘). 
Since 
“P2g.ri(g”j-1)...(gy-i+1)o..2k 
c i! 
(g-y)-0 (mod p) (if i < 2k), 
>=0 
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“-“g”i(g”j-l)...(g”j-2k$-l) 
c 
1 67-2 
(2k)! CfJ %lj)= (2k)! J=. 
- 1 (g”j)2kW -2qg.y) 
s=o 
-1 -- 
(2k)! 
(mod P), 
we have 
p-2 
JTo wmm2k(g’l)b~Y=~ (i,, - 1)2k (mod([,,- t)2k+1) 
and the right-hand side does not depend on j. Q.E.D. 
From Lemma 1, we have 
for some element 
Then we put 
Y km 
CD km 
LEMMA 2. !Pk., 
B in Q,(L,+l) with u,(D)a((pn(2k+ l)/f(p- I))-TZ. 
=$ ;z2 W-2k(g”,i,“‘, , -,,, yk.,,,. , 0 
= -(dk(g)- l)L,(I, 02ybT Odmbn. 
Proof: In the expansion formula of logqS(X), we put X=[;e’ for 
rational integers m 2 1, a, so 
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We claim that the above coefficient of P/n! converges. We consider the 
Taylor expansion of ( 1 - {;e’)‘, so 
Also 
(1-i:e’)‘=((l-i:,)+c$ f 5)’ 
“‘=, . 
z i (i) (l-i:)‘-+, 2 ;)j. 
n=O n’=, . 
Therefore if i>n then ~~=o(,>)(-l)i[$jn=O (mod(l-[,)‘P”). So for 
each n we obtain u,,( (CJi) cj=, (i)( - 1 )j [$ jn) + 00 (i -+ co), hence we 
have the convergence. Therefore 
Since d(X) = l/g. ( 1 - XR)/( 1 - X), we have 
e’ 
ilogqS(iLe’)= gei -- Rf- -a&T e m et - [;” 
gegr ePmg’ - 1 e’ epmf- I 
=pc-ye’l _ i,” -m.- pP I- 1 e’-(m” 
geR’ 
( 
pm-1 
1 eg”i; 
=eP”p’ j=. 
ag(pm- 1 -iI 
> 
e’ 
( 
pm- I 
-epm, 
j:. eli(;a(pm- 1 -A). 
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Hence 
1;; ~log,(~,,e~,=p~H(-Jg-s) 
f?P!-l 
=p”(g- l)+i 
( 
p”gt p”‘t 
t eP”‘--1 --epml > 
=pyg-l)+f F +(p”gr)‘- f $(p”t)” ( n=O n. n=O . > 
n- 1 
=p”(g- l)+ f (g”- l)p”“B&. 
n=l 
where B, are the ordinary Bernoulli numbers defined by 
It follows that the coefficient of P/n ! of the above expansion of 
Cop”_;’ log &(;e’) is (g” - 1 )p”“(B,/n) (n > 2), so 
(s”- l)+ ,g, ci yc (pLyJl) (-l)jjnP1 for n>2. 
Since Lp( 1, a2“) = lim, _ ,( - B,,,./2kp”) and WZk(g) = lim, _ o. g2kpn, we 
have 
,I B n (0.3k(g)-1)~P(1,~2k)=~~m~ -(g2!@-1)$$ 
= -u/,.,. Q.E.D. 
From Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain 
~p(@k.m) = P”k -m + up(L,( 1, 02k)) for O<m<d. 
P”(P- 1) 
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If u,(L,(l, w’“)) =0 then we have min(u,(@,,); 06~1 <n, o,(p)} = 
vJ@~,~), hence up(Qk) = up(Qk,,). Since M is suffkiently large, we have 
u,(logp 5P) =p”(;r 1 )-n. 
If u,(L,( 1, CUDS)) # 0 then the above minimum may depend on 8. But we 
have 
~,(lO& $9 > p”k p”(p- 1)-n’ 
Hence we obtain the following from Proposition 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let <!/“)~a~+b~7~~~ (mod ~(‘~+‘)for 1 <k< (p-3)/2. 
Z’ zlP(LP( 1, wzk)) = 0 then ck = k. And if uJL,( 1, Use)) # 0 then ck > k. 
(2) Let u > 1 be a rational integer; then we can write 
XP-1 u ( > X-l =(1+X+ ... +XPP1)u=a,,o+au,,X+ ... +au,~p-,~,X(P~l)U 
for some rational integers a,,,. Let M be a sufficiently large rational integer, 
and let 
for 1 <k < (p - 3)/2. Then p” log, <kz) =pn@pi (mod pM ‘“), where 
p-2 cp- 1)u 
QY’= C up2”(g”) 1 a,,,log,d([,R”,+,‘) 
5 = 0 /=O 
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Since 
p-2 
c ~-2kk”jK,R~,--m 
s=O 
~&Ci,,,,-l)2k (mWi,,,-,- llZk+‘), 
we have 
x (-(WZkk)- 1) L,(l, W2k)) +P, 
for some element /?, in Q&in+ ,) with 
u,(/?,) > min 
i 
P”w+4P-1)+l)-m. ()<m<n-l 
p”(p-1) ’ ’ ’ I 
If up(Lp( 1, ~8)) = 0 then uJ@$“)) = min{ p”(2k + u(p - 1 ))/p”(p - 1 )-m; 
0 < m ,< n - 1 1. Therefore 
vp( 4y) = 
k+u(p- 1) 
P”(P- 1) 
(if k+u(p- l)>p”), 
up(@~‘) = PV + 4P - 1)) 
PYP-1) -e 
for some e with l<e<n-1, p”-‘/2<k+u(p-l)<p”-‘+I/2 (if 
k+u(p-l&p”). 
Hence we obtain the following from Propositions 1 and 2. 
THEOREM 4. Let k be a rationai integer with 1 <k 6 (p - 3)/2. rf 
vp(Lp( 1, wZk)) = 0 then for any integer u 2 0, there exists a cyclotomic unit 
<k.u of C,, L such that 
5k,u - ak.u + bk,Urc(‘k,u (mod 7tL.k.yc’) with c~,~ = k+u’+. 
Hence LI,(C,+~) is normalfor any i with 1 <i<r, izk (mod((p- 1)/2)). 
Remark. When vp(Lp( 1, w”“)) # 0, the values of u,(C,+ ,) with is k 
(mod((p - 1 J/2)) are not determined only by the above method. 
Also if v,(L,(l, m2&))=0 then up(nti Lp( 1, 02”$))=0. So we obtain the 
foIIowing 
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COROLLARY. Let k be a rational integer with 1 6 k< (p- 3)/2. If 
uJL,,( 1, Use)) = 0 then 
VP rp: 
( 
02k$) + np” = ) c UAC”, I) 
i-k (mod((pp 1)/Z)) 
Hence 
c 4 (En + l I= np”. 
i-k (mod((pPl)/2)) 
(p-3112 
~pvL+l)= c c (K(cn+l)-~,(e7+,)). 
k=l 
L~p,(L,(l.w*kll#o 
i-k (mod((p - I t/21) 
2.3. Some Relations between ui(E,) and uip(E,+ ,) 
In this section we suppose p >/ 5, n 3 1 and we consider some relations 
between u;(E,) and uLp(En+ i). Let Y, =p”- ‘(p - 1)/2 - 1. First we easily 
have the following. 
PROPOSITION 4. u,~( E,, 1 )<u,(E,)+lforanyi=1,2 ,..., rn. 
Proof Let n,,, # f 1 be an element of E, such that n$’ = a + b$ 
(modn~+l)withc=ci(E,)=i+(p”~‘(p-1)/2)ui(E,).Then wecanwrite 
q;.nim’ E a’ + b’nfp, 1 (mod n;p’,‘). Since p”- ‘/2 < c, we have p”/2 < tp. Hence 
il;;; = a” + b”71;P++,P”(P - ’ )I* (mod 71, + , cp+p?p- II!*+ 1 1 
from Proposition 1. So we obtain u,(E, + ,) < u,(E,) + 1 from 
CP +p’Yp - 1 l/2 = ip + W’(P - 1 )P)(uAE,) + 1). Q.E.D. 
Let N,., and T,,, be the norm and the trace as in the proof of Theorem 2 
for O<t<s. Let rl# +l be an element of E,+, such that q=a+bzt;+l 
(mod rr;z:) with c $0 (mod((p- 1)/2)), and let N,, I,n(q)-a’+ b’nz’ 
(mod 7~;’ + I ). Then c and c’ have the following relation. 
LEMMA. ( 1) If c < p”/2 then c’ = c. 
(2) Ifc>p”/2 then c’>max{c/p,p”-‘(p- 1)/2}. 
Proof (1) Since c <p”/2, there exists a unique rational integer e 
such that 1 <e < n, p”/2 < cp’<p”+ ‘12. From Proposition 1, we can 
write yl”“-’ =a+ B,+ ,~c;PI-,’ for some element pn+, of Z[[,,,] with 
(B n+,, p)= 1. Then we have 
log, N,+l,,(rlP’m’) = T,+,.,(log, a+log,(l +ap’P,+ ln;pi ,‘I) 
=plog,a+ 2 (-l)mpl~m, 
m=l 
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where yrn = T,+,,,((a-“/m)br+ ,x~~~~,““). If p’lrn and p’+’ ]rn then we 
write m =p”j with p 1 j. 
Case 1. We suppose p”/2 < cp’ < p”(p - 1)/2. If s = 0 then u,(yj) > 1. If 
s = 1 then we have 
for some elements /?,, 6, of Z[(,] with (B,, p) = 1. Since cp’<p”(p - 1)/2, 
we have u~(x;~~- ) = 2cp’ ~ ‘/pn ~ ‘(p - 1) < 1. Hence up( rpj) > up( y,) for any 
j>2. If s=2 then we have 
Yp2, = f$f (pp,7cp~j +p36,) 
for some elements fi,,, 6, as above. Since p”/2 < cp’, we have 
Henc;~~~~y,~~) > u,(y,) for any ja 1. If sb 3 then, since p > 3, we have 
up(GP+ 1 ‘/p”j) 2 o,(pp’-*/p”) 2 0. So we have up(yp’,) > 1. Therefore we 
obtain o,(log, A’, + l.n (rlPe~‘))=2cpP--‘/pn~l(p- l), hence c’=c from 
Proposition 2. 
Case 2. We suppose p”(p - 1)/2 < cp’ <p” + ‘/2. If s = 0 then we write 
CP ‘-’ =pt + u for some rational integers t, u with 0 < u <p - 1, and we 
have 
for some element 6, of Z[(‘,]. Here we have 
tm + 
p”-‘(P-l)>t+Pn~l(P-l) 
2 ’ 2 
~ f PnpL(P-l) P-l CP 
e-l 
2 
-->cp’+‘. 
P P 
Hence o,(y,)>2cp’~‘/p”~‘(p- 1). Ifs= 1 then, since p”(p- 1)/2<cp’, we 
have 
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for some elements b,, 6, as in Case 1. Since cp’<p”+l/2, we have 
Up(7T;pe-’ ) = 2cp’- ‘/pn - ‘(p - 1) < 2. Hence u,(ypj) > o,(y,) for any j > 2. If 
s = 2 then, since 
Yp2j = $ (p~,7ct;p~+p4sn) (A,, 6, as above), 
we have u (y 2.) > u,(y,) for any j 2 1. If s b 3 then, since p > 5, we have 
e-l+s.p pJ 
up(GP+ 1 J/p?) > 1. So we have up(ytij) > 2. Therefore u,(log, N,, ,J@‘~‘)) 
= 2cp’- ‘/pn - ’ (p - 1 ), hence c’ = c. 
(2) If c>p”/2 then up(rc~~Jm) 20 for any m 3 1. So we have 
u,(h, Nn + I,n (r])) 2 1. Hence 2c/p”-‘(p- l)> 1 from Proposition 2. And 
clearly we have c’ > c/p. Therefore c’ > max { c/p, p”- ‘(p - 1)/2 }. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. Let k, e be rational integers such that 1 <k< (p- 3)/2, 
O<e<n- 1. Let i be a rational integer such that i-p”-‘(k+m((p- 1)/2)) 
(mod(p”(p- 1)/2)) for some m with (p’- l)/(p- l)<m<(p’+‘- l)/ 
(p-1)-1, mfk (modp). For (p’-l)/(p-l)dmdp’--1 (resp. pe< 
m< (p’+’ - l)/(p- l)- l), ifui(E,+,)<n- 1 (resp. uj(E,+,)dn) then 
ui/p(En) 6 ui(En+ 1) 6 ui,p(En) + l. 
Proof: If uj(E,+,)<n- 1 (resp. ui(E,+,)Gn) for (p’- l)/(p- l)< 
m 6p’- 1 (resp. pe <m Q (p”’ - l)/(p - 1) - l), then there exists an 
element q# +l of E,+, such that q=a+bz;+, (modn;::), qp’z 
a’ + b’rc;‘, L (mod I$‘:,’ ) with c <p”/2, c’= i (mod(p”(p - 1)/2)). Hence we 
obtain the assertion from the above lemma and Proposition 4. Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 5 and Table I we immediately obtain the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let k, e, i be as in Theorem 5. If u,( E, + , ) is normal then 
u,(J%+~)= u,(E,)= ... =~,,~n-(Ee+,) 
are also normal. Particularly, IY ukpn( E, + , ) = 0 then 
ukp4En + I ) = ukp”- ,(E,)= ... =u,(E,)=O. 
Finally, we shall be concerned with some conditions for the Iwasawa 
i-invariant of the cyclotomic Z,-extension of Q({,) + to be 0. Let 2, v be 
the Iwasawa invariants of the cyclotomic Z,-extension of Q(ii) +, then we 
have v,(h, + ,) = An + v for any sufliciently large n. In [S], Gold showed 
that 2 = 0 if and only if p [ [N,, i( E,): C, ] for some n > 1. Hence from 
above, we obtain the following conditions of ui(E,) for %=O. 
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THEOREM 6. Let k be a rational integer such that 1 <k 6 (p - 3)/2. rf 
there exists a rational integer nk for each k, such that n,>, u,(C,) = 
u,(L,(l, c?)), uj(E,,)au,(C,) for each i with i= k (mod(p- 1)/2) and 
ui( C,,) is not normal, then )1= 0. 
ProoJ: By Gold [S], when nk satisfies the above conditions, then it 
suffices to show the following (*). 
(*) Let M be a sufficiently large rational integer, and let 
e7k.02 ii k. I 3 ...) 6k, p” - 1 } be a basis for sk(Enk/E&M) as in Theorem 3. Then we 
can write 
Nn,.l(~k.,) =a+ 4 (mod rc;+‘) 
with c3c,(C,)=k+U,(C,)((p- 1)/2) for anyj=O, 1, . . . . p”- 1. 
Now let i, j be rational integers with i = k + j( (p - 1)/2). 
(1) We suppose ui(Cnp) is not normal; then in this case we have 
ui(E,,)>,u,(C,). From the lemma of Theorem 5, we obtain 
with c >~~~“~‘/2. Therefore 
logpN~i,i(~k.J)=~,,~cl,,~(lOg,a)+ ~uk(c,),l(lOgp(l +ap’b?ik(~,))) 
for some element /I in Z[[,,,,,,] 
=o (mod p”*‘c”)). 
Hence we have 
Nnk.l(lfk.,) = a + bnf’ (mod n;’ + ’ ) 
with C’>k+l4,(C,)((p- 1)/2)=C,(c,). 
(2) We suppose u,(C,~) is normal. Then take a basis {?k,o, r”,., , . . . . 
rk. *n-1 > for sk(Cnn/CikM) as in Theorem 3, and we can write 
for some rational integers t,s (s = 0, 1, . . . . p” - 1) with ( tj, p) = 1. Let u be a 
rational integer such that t,u = 1 (mod p”); then replacing jjk., by e., we 
obtain a new basis and we have 
Nn,,,(ti,j) E a + bn; (mod xi+‘) 
with c > c,(C,). Hence we have proved (*). Q.E.D. 
Remark. For i= l,..., r, with i-k (mod((p- I)/2)), if if0 
(mod pnPuk’CIh) then u,(E,,)> u,(C,) from Table I. 
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COROLLARY. When uk(C1) = vp( Lp( 1, 02k)) ,< 1 for each k, we have ,I= 0 
if and only if ukpn-l(E,,) 2 u,(C,) for some n > 1. 
Proof If there exists such n then we have A =0 from Theorem 6. 
Conversely, suppose there exists k such that 1 <k < (p - 3)/2, 
Uk@-i(E,)<Uk(C[) for any n31. Then ukpnmt(E,,)=O, u,(C,)=l, so from 
the lemma of Theorem 5, we have uk(Nn,,(E,)) = 0 < u,(C,). Hence 
p ) [N,, I (En): C, ] for any n > 1 and 1, # 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If uk(C1) = uP(L,( 1, ozk)) = 0 then we have 
k(modq), } u,(C,) is not normal =0 
from Theorem 4. But if uk(C,) > 1, it is not known whether or not 
#(i; 1 <i<r,, izk (mod((p- 1)/2)), u,(C,) is not normal) is bounded 
when n+ co. 
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